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ADS'TRA.CT 
A teehn'10_Ue was developed which ::n.-~.e:~e~sfully predi.c:t"c'd 
the reactance of a shunt cavity exeiti.:ng the air fra:ne of n 
small supersonic aircraft as an antenna. This was pos~;.itle 
by the use of the wire above a ';round place [:lpproxima tio:n 
which closely defined the characteristic impedance of the 
shunt fed cavity. A correlati0n was made between the maxi.m·.)r.1 
vaJ.ues of parallel resistance of the shunt fed c::lvity and the 
length of the air frame or portions of the air frame, wh~ch at 
this point were found to be a quarter wavelength in length. 
Measurements of the impedance of the shunt-feed system 
were made on a full scale mock-up of the aft fuselage, 
production aft fuselage and a production aircraft. The dota 
from these measurements provided a timely flow of the impedance 
definition of the antenna, which a coupler (impedance mntching 
device) would be requl.red to tune .. 
Tests were performed in an altitude chamter on q full 
scale mock-up of the aft fuselage to determine the potential 
required to develop high voltage treakd own. The tests we r·e 
performed in various aircraft equlpme~t configurations ln nn 
effort to determine the most advanta?_:eous means of correcting 
a high voltage breakdown problem in the event final analysts 
i::-1dtcated a problem would exist at environmental extremes 
attained during the aircraft flight envelope~ 
Flight tests were performed to compare the shunt-feed 
iii 
sy~:;tem on a ::nn.aJ 1 super~~onic aircraft: ver~;us a long wire 
instal J a.tion on a larger eommerclal oircrc~ft. The resuJ tc; 
proved the shunt installation to be comparatle to or tetter 
than the ~ong vJire installGtion at frequer1cies above S 
megacyc1 es .. 
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CHAI'TER I 
INTRODUC'I'ION 
Ao State~ent of the Problem 
Var tou~; me tLods of feeding or exc ::_ ting an air frar:,e 
antenna are pre::~ently being used on large sucscnlc tr~;;n~;r,ort: 
and bomter alrcraft. 1'<1os t of these techniques cannot be 
adapted to smaller supersonic aircraft without adversely 
affecting communication performace or limiting the flight 
profile of the aircraft due to electrical or structural 
l imi tLltions. It is conslderably more difficult to design ~H: 
nntenna for an aircraft when the air frame dimensions ar'=~: 
relatively small with respect to the opernting wavelengt~. 
Extremel;y' low antenna radiatlon efflclencies ca.n re:::.;ult 
unless good electrical coupllng ls obtained between the air 
frame and feed system. Optimlzing the efficiency and the 
radiation patterns wlthout ~ompromising the structural 
integr3ty of the air frame, input impedance, or potentinl 
required for high voltage breakdown are the biS ic pro tler;:s 
in the development of 0. shunt-feed system for a small 
supersonic aircraft. 
B. Importance of the Study 
The present application of Military Fighter Aircraft 
for reconnaissance missions requirAs the aircrRft to perfcrn 
missions at extremely long dist2nces from its originating 
station. In order to maintain comrnunicotions with ar:d control 
2 
over these airc.raft, the addition of a lor1g rnnge comrr:unie·:tion 
system operattng at frequencies, where the air frame is only 
a fraction of a wavelength, becomes a requirement for the 
supersonic reconnaissance aircraft. 
C. Scope of t~e Investigation 
As a long wavelength antenna system required for an 
aircraft of fighter size had not been designed before, constant 
monitoring of the design was required. A technique was 
developed, which successfully predicted the reactance of a 
shunt-fed cavity exciting the air frame of a small supersonic 
aircraft. This was made possible by the use of a wire above 
a ground plane approximation which closely defined the 
charr::wteristic impedance of the shunt-red cavity. Since the 
transmitter-receiver and impedance matching device (antenna 
coupler) were subcontracted, considerable effort was expended 
to continue updating impedance data for transmittal to the 
subcontractor in an effort to ensure delivery of a coupler 
system capable of matching the antenna to the receiver-
transmitter to a VSWR of less than l:J to J.. An added 
requirement of an inflight comparison of the above High 
Frequency (HF) system to an estatlished reference (long wire 
antenna system) was a customer requirement. 
D. Review of the Literature 
Keller and Harris (1) stated that the principQl 
considerations for an electrically excited air fr~me as an 
antenna are the following: 
( J.) Structural and aerodynamic prac tic ali ty 
(relclting to air frame strength, aerodynr:i.mic 
drag, complexity and cost of installation). 
( 2 J' Admittance versus frequency (provides the 
data most important to coupler design and 
determination of antenna efficiency and 
power capability). 
(J) Coupler requirements and performance 
(indicates the range of magnitudes for 
electrical components needed to match the 
transmission line and specifies prospective 
efficiencies of the unit). 
(4) Antenna system efficiency (a product of 
efficiencies, each of which is individually 
significant to system design). 
(5) Electrical breakdown (prirrarily concerned with 
the power limit imposed when electric field 
intensities exceed the threshold level at 
which rarefied atmosphere treaks down). 
(6) Protection against lightning (concerns 
likelihood of damage due to lightning and 
methods of minimizing it). 
(7) Pattern characteristic (refers to the 
relative intensities of radiation for different 
directions and the usefulness to commun1cation 
links). 
The investigation by Keller and Harrls covers the appliCtttion 
of the above criteri.a to antenna design for the B-58. 
Techniques used to obtain an impedance definntion of a sh1mt 
antenna was also covered by Keller and Harris. 
Tanner (2) introduced the first report defining the 
optimum shunt-fed antenna locations and configurations by an 
analysis of the coupling mechanism. In the same report 
Tanner conducted investigations to determine the optimum 
mete:1.l to die lee tric ratio of a shunt-fed antenna sys tern 
us1ng resistance paper techniques. 
Tanner (.J) also presented a paper covering High Volt.:Jge 
problems in flush HF antennas. 
Stang (5) presented a paper on the effects of irradiation, 
elevated temperatures and pressurization of the antenna input 
area on the breakdown voltage in the HF range~ 
CHAPTER II 
SHUNT LOCA'riON AND CONFIGURATION 
rrhe requirement for minimum aerodynamic drag and esse'1t5._al.ly 
no compromise in the structural integrity of the air frame 
eliminate al"v.c• fr~m~ exci"ta~i)YJ techn" uec" h e t , ~ - ,;, • t:, . . u l 1 .. 1.q "' uUC as X .ern~lJ. long 
wire, probe or caps which are shown in Figure 2-1. The first 
two types would require changes of the basic aerodynamic liner; of 
the aircraft and introduce aerodynamic drng, while the cnp 
would tend to compromise the structural integrity of the air 
frarre because the optimum locations for feeding the air fr;1~0 
are at the outer sections of the wings and stabiljzen-:. 'The 
investigation by Keller nnd Harris (1) led to the choice of :-;._ 
shu:r: t-feed over a notch-feed antenna. KeJ 1 er and Barr i r~ :::;how 
that the locations for the notch-feed are at the roots of the 
wing or stabilizers with dimensions of the rect,JngulHr notch-
feed section teing 20 inches wide and 40 inches or ~ere in 
length, in order to achieve the same degree of electrjc~J 
Co l . t th · f th h t feed 'T'her·efcr·e' t-\---.p up 1ng ,o ~ e .'ur rn.me ac; - e s ur~ - ·: • ~ ~ ~ , ·· ·'" 
depth of the notch-feed must ~e ~reater than the depth of t~e 
shunt-feed, reducing the structural integrity of the ajr frame 
because of the heavily loaded structurul spars loc8ted c~ose 
to the leading and trailing edge of the wirgs and st~lll}zPrs. 
The shunt-feed technique was therPfore the cholce for 









aerocyn;,::nic cllrn·:;cter] sties of the rJir frarre ~;.nd tec:::wr.';e thE? 
location woula not penetrate the primary structural memLers 
of the aircraft. The vertical statilizer region was chooen 
over the wing area tecausc it presented o less severe loading 
problerrJ than the wing region and because it allowed more 
access in the regions nearty for installation of an impedance 
?.l ::~· Ji" 2. 2 shows the shunt-feed an tenm.t loca ti0n and 
confLsura t1 on. the shunt wa~> 1 i mi tc:cd to l] 5 
inches by a .:Jielectric finc.'J.,P housing an ultra high frequenc:J 
blade at the top of the vertical statilizer and by the nir 
frame fuselage at the base. Tanner (2) shows that l8cating 
the shunt-feed terrninn.ls at the base of the le:::1d ing edge of 
the vertical stabilizer will increase the degree of electricol 
coupling to the air frame and rnaxi~ize the conductance of the 
shunt-feed antenna which is proportion<:l.l to the height of ~~llc 
structure above the root of the vertical statilizer and the 
fw-:;elage. 'I'his will be covered in greatc:r e:xt>';nt in Ch'lpt~=>r::: 
herein. 
The metal portions of the shun~-feed are fatrlcuted cf 
al~mi~um and a fiterglass honeycomt dielectric extends 77 
inches from pl':l-ne EE toward pl":tne AA. The rern::1inder of tne 
shunt utilizes an air dielectric. The 
inc reaf;es the strength of the ~3 taci 11 ~er as well :t.~" i ::c; rc:1;:; :l ng 
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·<.C2 ,;,~d <1 (1ie1ectric con:-;tant of h.o. The 
of r:let.-.:d to diPJectric 
the :;hunt-feea ( )' n (:" F~ l. .CT1 1 r C> ... \.__,. -· ·o·_..... ,__., ") 7) wa- ,. ·:. ..,..... • • _ _)- ~ . .4 compromise 
i1rnou>:lt of c:'J,p:J.citance rer~uired to tune the cavity at two 
i]j' 0 (Y ,-.,, ,. y'' 1 f"-' '-' 
- '-'o"--A-..._... .../ .. .......-u und the opti~ization of electrical coupling. 





CBAP'l~R I I I 
-r;r':IJTITAI T<'·.rr-n _...,IRrn'I'n 01-' 'T'_u,_, C'f 1 U~·J'T r~--r---,.,., _L..<~~ .J...,. -JL.-l\1-- ~ \...; U _i 1 L [·l.t~ ,.:J 1 1 -[' tJ "i__,1,) 
AND A:'JALYTICAL ':1ECHNIQ.l.JE 
rnl< 1 .- f d . 111e HI1UJ:lC-. ee . prov1des means of feeding the air 
Tanner (2) ~3howE; thu.t the strength of rna_gnetic coupling 
between the shunt-feed and the radiating currents flowi~g on 
the air frame determjnes the effectiveness of the air frame 
as an antenna system. Thus the degree of coupling achieved 
is a function of both the shunt-feed location ~Jnd i tr.:o 
configuration. A shunt-feed which utilizes the current-type 
excitation, requires a location at a point where the air 
frame electrical current density is relatively high. 
F'urt':lermore, Tanner (2) shah'S the electrical current de"ls~tic~~--: 
to be normally highest at the leading and trailing edges of 
the air frame, with concentrations at the wing roots or 




frame. Figures J.l and J.2 show the principle pattern of 
electrical current densities that occur for low and middle 
frequencies of the HF range when the air frame is the antenna. 
Tanner (2) has shown that to understand the manner in which 
the shu.."'lt-feed couples to these currents, a shunt-feed as 
shown in Figure ; 8 3 should be considered. 'Ierr:1inals l 
represent the driving point terminals of the shunt-feed. For 
the first step in the analysis it is assumed that the driving 
Point terminals are shorted and that a total linear curreEt 
Figure J.l 
Patterns of Air Frame Electrinal Current Flow when 
the Air Frame is the Antenna 
Figurt~ J. 2 
Patterns of Air Frame Electrical Current Flow when 





Hypothetical Cct<pled Terrninr:-1:;_s for a Sh:Jnt-Feed .1\_nt_.':nna Ustng One Source 
Figure ;.4 
Hypothetical Coupled Terminals for a Shunt-Feed An tcnr::.a 
Using Two Sources 
I2 if> excited on the stabilizer by a coupled source. Since the 
width of the sta_b'Llizer is less than <i half wavelength at 
frequencies throughout the majority of the 2-30 megacycle 
operating rnnge, the currents will be distributed as shown 
in Figure The current will distritute itself in a manner 
essentially c1eterrnined by the TEl\! field concentrations with t.be 
concentrations at the edge as indicated by the increased density 
of current flow lines~ A.t the plane of the shunt-feed this 
current divides, as shown, part flowing through the shorted 
terminals 1, and the remainder flowing through the remainder 
of the vertical stabilizer. 
The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.4 where the 
entire vertical stabilizer is fed by a generator at terminal 2 
with term1nals 1 still shorted. It is assumed that the 
generator is distributed so that it excites linear currents 
having the :_:ene transverse distribution as illustrated ir: 
Figure The currents r~rlown in F'igure 3. J represeEt U:e 
radiating currents excited on t~e vertical statilizer. The 
situaticn in Fl~ure 3.4 represents the most efficient cr 
tightest possible coupling to these currents when the entire 
vertical stubilizer is isolc}ted and drj_ven as an anten:ua. 'lhe 
~elationship between the two sets of driving poiDt terminals 















Equivalent Circuit For Analysis of Coupling 
Mechanism of The Shunt-Feed Cavity 
The admittance coefficient for the network Y11 , Y22 and 
Y12 are defined in the usual way: Y11 is the admittance at 
terminals l with terminals 2 shorted, Y22 is the ndmitb1nce 
at terminals 2 with 1 shorted and Y1 2 is the value of I2 with 
terminals 2 shorted and with unit voltage applied to terrnj_na1 s 
1 and vice versa@ If terminals l are shorted and a current I2 
is allowed to flow into terminals 2 the following relationship 
applies 
(J-1) 
If terminals 2 are shorted, permitting current to flow on 
the stabilizer, the admittance Y11 at term~na1s 1 is the tota~ 
effective antenna input admittance. If termina2_s 2 are cpen, 
15 
bloc~ing the radiation Gurrents, the adrni ttccJnce vdll be the 
self admittu.nce of the shunt and will not include any 
radiation conductance. This admittance Yn is given by; 
+ 1 
which reduces to 







.. cl2) \' 
- 72 
y22 
Equation (J-4) indicates that the input admittance is made up 
of two components, one is the admitbmce of the shunt and ths 
second is equal to Y22 multiplied by a dimensionless factor. 
The second component represents the coupling between the shunt 
and the air frame currents. The degree of coupling depends on 
the magnitu.de of the factor multiplying Y22 .. Equation (7-l) 
shows this factor y12;y22 is equal to the negative of the 
current division ratio shown in Figure J.J. Equation (J-4) can 
be written as: 
yn + 
Ta11..ner (2) states that for a shunt-feed antenna of this type, 
the radiation conductance component of the input admittance 
comes almost entirely from the coupled admittance term, whjle 
It can be seen from 
equa t:lon ( ~)~ 5) t,ha t anything which rnnxi.mizes I 1 /I 2 or c22 , 
the real part of Y22 , will improve the perforrnance of the 
Air frame antenna by .increasing the conductance G11• T:h iE> 
was of prime consideration in loC<"lting the shu.."1t cavity a;~ 
previously shown in Flgure 2.2. 
If the effects on the susceptance by the coupled 
adm~ttance term, which has been stated to be small, is 
disregarded, the reactive component of the input irr.pedrrnce 
of the shunt-feed antenna can be closely predicte::l using a 
16 
transmission line term:_nated in a short circuit. IJ'hc ;; 11lt1 ( tJ 
of input susceptance using a transmj_ssi~;n l1ne term\n;Jted in 
a short circuit can best be seen by using the followir1g 
equivalent transmission line for the shunt-feed: 
,.... 
-- REGION 2 REGION l 
t Er = l €r :::: LJ-I Z1n ZL 
ZL r Feed Point = \.j ! '~ Ll > 
-
f' 
""" >k 77 T"'"'··T-s~l I< 28 INCHES .J..l'~ y ~--~~~ 
Figure ;.6 
If the transrnlssion line is assumed to be lossless ,;t.:nu 
Uniform, the impedance at a distance 11._looking into the lc:d 
can be determined using the equation given ty Krauss (?). 
-----
:lo.1. 
region 1 is 
l~:__!_E O.L J;N" j3. J.., -
~O:L + i- LL JA.v f31 L, 
Using ZL equal zero for a short circuited load yields 
The solution for Zin through the use of equation (J-6) and 
(J-7) gives: 
j lb , __ f~~ 1_~~l__ f- jl_~~u _/i_~ Jh. L<.. 
b.z. i- i(J ~~ -/a.-._)J/Lt )fa.AJ f2Lz.. 




Where Zin is the input impedance and Z0 2 is the characteri~:;tic 
impedance of the unfilled region of the transmission line. 
Zol is the characteristic impedance of the honeycomb dielectric 
18 
Eefore the, solution of equation (J-10) can be obtained, 
the ch<:tra.c teri [3tlc impedance of the air and the honeycDrnt 
region of the Pquivalent transmission line must te calculqted. 
The charactert~;t.le impedanee for the equivalent transmission 
line can best Le calculated by using the equation given ty 
Harrington (6) for a wire above a ground plane 
where h is the distance from the ground nlane to the center 
of the wire, d is the diameter of the wire and ~is thP 
intrinsic impedance of the medium. Solving for the 
characteristic impedance at the Plane AA of Figure 2~2 
redrawn as Figure J.7 gives: 




T t h 
I 0.1.5 




The value d was obtained by dividing the perimeter of the 
conductor by pi, since it was not circular in shape. Although 
the above equation is given for a wire above an infinite 
ground plane the effects of electric field fringing due to a 
non-infinite plane is not expected to adversely effect the 
approximation. The value of Zo does not vary significantly 
even though the dimension of the cross section of the shunt-feed 
(see Figure 2.1) narrows to 3.5 inches at plane BB because the 
ratio of h/d remains relatively constant. Figure J .? shows the 
value of Zo as a function of the location along the shunt-feed 
cavity. 
1~9 
(Figure J.8) Location Along the Shunt Cavity (Inches) 
The characteristic impedance Zo1 of the honeycomb portion of 
20 
the shunt-feed cavity will be reduced by a factor of 2 due to ~ 
being equ.al toY~ where f r = 4.0. Inserting the 
E.-t::"o 
appropriate values into equation (.3-10) and solving for Zin 
from 2 to .30 megacycles yields the curve shown in Figure 3.9 
and values listed on Pages 70 and 71 of the Appendi~. A close 
look at the do.ta complled on Page 71 of the Appendix shows th·;t 
the series resonance ls reached even though the electrical 
length when summed up by J31L1 and f32L2 reprEsenting the 
electrjcal lengths of the honeycomb and air regions respect}vely 
adds up to only 167.1° at JO megacycles. Series reson~nce on 
a lossless un~form transmission line occurs when its elec~rico.l 
length is 180° and the input re8ctance becomes zero. This 
abnormal series resonance results from a phase shift. due to 
reflections at the dielectric interface, this can further Le 
seen mathematically by realizing the (TanplLl TantJ2L2) term 
in the denominator of equation (3-10) will result in an 
identity yielding (-Tan(A+B) +Tan A +Tan E). If the prcper 
values of f3lLl and f 2L2 for ;o megacycles are 
argument of the above identity, it can Le seen that a cr,;~nze 
in sign will result indicating series resonnnce has leen reach~d. 
The parallel resonr1nt frequency of the antenna is thr.:;_t freo'J"~Lcy 
for which the imaginary part of the input impedance i~ ~~fi~ity. 
Referring to equ8 tion (J-10) it is seen that thjs occurs wr-;c~-: 
= 
(. ":- l <: ) 
_, .-~... L, 
Inserting f3l. - U) -
----· 
-v:z 





into equation (3-12) yields 









~a' fa./1/" .znf L' 
yy';i, Cc 
When the imaginary part of input impedance is zero, the 
frequency is referred to as the series resonant frequency. 
Again referring to equation (J-10) it is seen that 
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(J-14) 
( J-1 5) 
(::?-16) 
inserting equations (J-lJ) and (J-14) into (J-16) for ~2 and 
f31 yields 
l:o' ftAJ ..27T {_L r 
y~ 
Zoz /cw .2 !TfLz 
y~ 
(J-17) 
which is the condition for series resonance. For t~i~ antenna 
structure series resonance must be avoided, since adequate 
tuning cannot be provided at this point~ This can test te 
shown by solving for the capacitance required to attain a 
reactance of zero. 
l = 0 ( 
--: 1 q \ 







An infinite amount of capacitanc.e is required to tune an 
antenna at series resonance. To determine the effect the 
I 
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length of the dielectric and the dielectric constant has on 
the series resonant frequency the ratio of the series 
resonant frequency to the parallel resonant frequency was 
calculated. The curves of Figure 3.9 show the variation of 
th1s ratio as the amount of loading is varied by varying 
the dielectric constant (rl· It may be seen that increasing 
the dielectric ccnstnnt trl decreases the ratio and if the 
parallel resonant frequency is to be near double the series 
resonant frequency then low values of dielectric constant 
must be used* The curves of Figure J.lO show the impedance 
magnitude variation at 2 me with loadin; for various 
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CHAPTER IV 
R. F. r1EAS1JREi'IENTS 
Impedance measurements at two megacycles were mc-1de on a 
l/'5 l 4 . sea e model c:-:l.s shown in Figure '.l to determine an 
appropriate metal-to-dielectric ratio as well as the 
magnitude~> of current and voltage to which the shunt-feed 
would be sub:ected. 
Impedance measurements were made on the ground and on 
a fifty foot antenna rDnge tower. The reactanee porticn cf 
the shunt-feed input impedance :Zin did not change 
significantly between the measurements made just above 
ground and on the tower. The resist~1nce portion of Zin, 
however, did change in magnitude when the model was placed 
on the tower. This was an indication that when the model 
was nearer the ground it was coupling into surrounding 
objects and thereby changing the radir~.ticn resistance. 
Primc-:Jry concern was given to the lower frequency rr1nge since 
the shunt susceptance will ce greatest at these freqver .. cies 
and of interest t:ec~-?use of tuning requirements .. 
The shunt-feed configuration with a metal-to-dielectric 
ratio of l;l was found to have an impedance of .llC+jl6.7 
at a frequency of 2 megacycles .. Tanner (2) states that 
cptimum electrical coupling is achieved with a metal-to-




found tc oc .102+ j2].7. The magnitudes of the inductive 
rec:J,ctr;,nce portion of ther-:e 1'mpedances determ1"ne tke <>rrlour'ts ~ ·' ll G<.l. ~ 
of cup::;,c~itance that is required to resonate the respective 




Where ~· is the radian frequency and XL 1 s the indue ti ve 
re;::w tance of Zin. These values were found to be 4760 and 
(4-l) 
JJ50 picofarBds respectively, for the 1:1 and l:J metal-to-
dielectrtc ratio shunt-feed configuration. Variable Vacuum 
Capacitors trl'1. t l:ire capable of withstanding the aircraft 
environment were available up to a maximum of 2500 picofarads. 
As both confjgurations would require two capacitors and a 1.1 
ratio wa~,; shown to l:e optimum with respect to electrlcal 
coupl1ng in to the air frame by Tanner ( 2), a compromise of 
the metal-to-dielectric ratio of 1:1.15 was chosen. This 
wouJ.d require a capacit~nce of less than 4)00 picofarads ond 
is close to the optimum ratio while allowing a margin of 
S~tfety ln the final tuning requirements. 
HF rnec.tsuremen ts v;ere tLen made on a full scale mock-up 
of the aircraft Rft fuselage with a l:le15 metal-to-riielectric 
ratio as shown in Figure 4e2. The leading edge of the mock-
up was ~ade from sheet copper~ with the remainder of the 
aircraft E>kin sirnulc.ted by copper screen wire. The high Q 
Full Scale Mock-Up of the Aft Fuselage and Shunt-Feed on the Ground 
-~--~--
trt~rrner capacitorf3 were located within the shunt Cf::Wity in 
parallel with the reedpoint of tte srn;nt-feed simu1c~ting 
the eventual aircraft configuration. 
:;o 
T'ho RF inpedr=tnce measurements were made as suggested 
by Keller and Harris (l) using a Boonton Ratio Corporation 
RX meter type 250A. The RX meter was placed directly telow 
the feedpojnt of the shunt and. connected by a copper strap 
to the feedpoint of the shunt-feed. Measurements were made 
in megacycle increments except near resonnnce and at lo\-.r 
frequencies wl1ere a small change in frequency reflected a 
large change in the capacitance required to tune the shunt-
feed cavity. The measurements were made as specified by the 
opera.ting instructions for the RX meter ty adjusting U:e 
tr5mmer capacitors to within the operating range of the RX 
meter by observing the meter passing slightly through the 
null~ The RX meter was then adjusted fer a complete null. 
The value of Cp and Rp were read directly fro~ the meter. 
Since the RX meter is a parallel ~ridge the values me2sured 
are the parallel values of resistance, (Rp), and the 
capacitance (Cp) required to tune the inductive reactance 
at the frequency measured. If the series resistance (Rs) 
and reactance (Xs) is desired, the measured VAlues must te 
converted as shown in the example telow. Each trjrnrr.er 
capacitor was measured separately by an Electra Scientific 
Industries Eridge Model 700-A. High Q coils were used to 
JJ. 
extf':nd U1:~ r:;n_:;-~: uf the EX rneter as prescribed by the 
An PX8mr.Jl0 of the CP.lCl,_).l. r_~+,n._ns from the mea0 l'-er~Pnt~ a~e 
'" < - ~ •) •• ' C:l C ,:) .<-). · ,J. v n.J C'<.-'- . 
as shown tc:1ow: 
Frequency 
RX Meter Reading 
Capacity of External 
Capac j tor #1 
Capacity of External 
Capacitor #2 
Cp (1'otal) 
Xp :::: l 
21Tfc p 












= 18.9 ohmro; 
RS (Series Resistance) = Rp 
lf Q.2 
= 9,200 = 0.0~92 ohms 
1+(486) 2 
Xs (Series Reactance) 
= 18.9(486) 2 
1+(486) 2 
- 18.9 ohms 
The data obtained from the measurements on the mock-up is 
listed on pages 72 and 73 of the Appendix and is plotted in 
Figures 4.J and 4.4. Negative values of capacitance found on 
page 72 indicates the amount of capacity required to tune the 
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Figure 4.4 
indicates that the shurJ.t--feed is actuaJJy capacitive. The 
magnitude of capacity rc.-:cqu.ired to tune the shunt-feed at tv.·o 
megacycles was found to be 4208pf. ParalJ.e1 resonance 
occurred at 19.75 megacycles. 
Concern ever the difference in impedance meof~uremen ts on 
the ground and on the 50 foot tower with the l/.5 scale model 
prompted additionaJ measurements to be made with the full 
scale of the aft fuseJ_;:3:;::e located on the 50 foot towere The 
-J 
mock -up was pl c:1ced on the wooden tower as shovm in Figure ·~-. t;. 
It was isolated from the ground by placing styrofoa.m on the 
platform upon which the mock-up was plc-1ced. All rope, used to 
secure the mock-up to the tower, was removed while mea~;ure"~-y-' r-
were bei.ng made.. 1'he measuring tee hniques were the s:~we ;ts 
previously described~ A portc:1ble battery pack witt an inverter 
was used to supply power to the RX meter in an effort to 
prevent fields developed by the 60 cps power from infJ '.;enc -:.nc; 
the measurements. The data obta1ned from these ~e~~ur~~ents 
is listed on pages 74 and 75 of the Apper:dix ancl plotted ir: 
th t th ··l, f~-, -,.·.r: ,,,..y-, .. Y t-It can te seen a ·. e par,L .1...: 1 " ·. • , ... •• · -· 
frequency shifted when placed on the tower frorr; tho.i c':..:::c:r··.r:~l 
'vvhen measurements were rr.ade or: the grotmd. The f'Clr'C:Jl-:_~l 
previ.ously measured on the grour.d~ 
extremely diffi.cult to obtb.in Clue to the effects of r-.;,r:.d 
capacity on the null of the RX meter • 
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;8 
Zin J1.1easuremen ts were made with and without a portable 
power pack in an effort to determine if the external fields 
generated by the 115 volt extension cord di~ in fact, influence 
the data obtained. A null was observed on the meter using the 
portable power pack and also using 50 foot extension cord. 
The external capacitance of the variable capacitors was not 
measured since they were the same for both measurements. 
The data obtained is listed on page 76 of the Appendix. As 
expected only negligible effects were noted on the reactive 
component, however, as much as 18.5% variation in Rp was 
observede 
As soon as a produc t.ion aft fuselage, shown in Figure 4. 8, 
became available Zin measurements were made. Impedance 
measurement techniques were the same as described previously 
except the production R.F. transmission line was used to 
couple the RX meter to the feed point of the antenna. This 
was done to obtain measurements whtch would more closely 
approximate the final aircraft shunt-feed configuration. 
These data were 11ecessary to provide more accurate requirerr.ents 
for the sub-contractor designing the coupler (impedance rr.atching 
device) which would be used to tune the shunt-feed antenna. The 
data obtained during these measurements is listed on pages 77 
and 7 8 of the Appendix and are plot ted in Figure 4. 9 and 4 · l 0 • 
Resonance was found to occurr at 19.25 megscycles which 
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on the ground. Bp listed on pages 77 and 78 of the Appendix 
is smaller throughout the 2 to 30 megacycle range. This was 
expected tut the magnitude of difference was not known and 
could not be predicted. This is attributed to the difference 
in conductivity between the aluminum skin of the production 
aft fuselage and that of the copper mock-up and the bonding 
of the metal skin with corrosion protective material also 
contributes to lowering the parallel resistance. 
The updating of data continued and measurements were 
made on an entire aircraft as soon as one became available. 
This is shown in Figure 4.11. No change in the measuring 
technique was made. The data arelisted on pages 79 and 80 
and areplotted in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. A curve of the 
parallel resistance is shown in Figure 4.14. Parallel 
resonance for the final aircraft configuration is seen to 
occur at 18.75 megacycles. Cp at 2 megacycles did not 
change significantly as was expected as it has been shown in 
Chapter III to be primarily a function of the dimension of 
the shunt-feed. Figure 4.15 is a curve of capacitance required 
to tune the shunt-feed cavity for positive v~:;lues of capacitance 
and negative values of capacity, representing actual capacitive 
value of the shunt-feed cavity, versus frequency~ The 
calculated and measured values compare quite favorably 
throughout the entire frequency range with the exception of 
27 to ~o me~acycles when the calculoted data approaches 
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Three ":;::_ior· n,_ossibil,_'.tl'e""',- for di,~cren'nc·e~ ·~· · ~ -- • • "' J ... '--'- 1 .s ar101ng 1n 
the comp::Lrisor: of calucln.ted and measured values are: 
l. The CI1/I2) 2Yz2 term was considered negligible 
in the solution of the calculated values, even 
though CI1/I2) 2Y22 will influence the measured 
values to some degree .. 
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2. Reflections at the dielectric interface may not 
be as severe as is idealized in the solution of 
equation (~-10), when solving for the input 
impedance Zo .. 
I 
3.. The r:::ffect on the so.Lucion or ZL ::lue to the area 
surrounding the ho:ney~ufuu die lee tric being air 
with n dielectric constant of 1.0 as compared to 
the 4.0 dielectric constant of the honeycomb 
assumed for the entire medium. 
A close look at Figure 4.14 which is a curve of the Rp versus 
frequency measured on the entirf? aircraft on the ground versus 
frequency, shows thRt Rp peaks to 16,000 ohms at about 5 
megacycles then decreases to less than 1,500 ohms at acout 10 
megacycles and peaks again to 5,500 ohms at atout l~ and 18.5 
megacycles and then decreases to about 220 ohms at 30 meg2.cyc1cs. 
The peak values of Rp corresponds to parallel resonance of the 
air frame or portions of the air frame. For ex~mple, the 
overall length of the fusel3ge excluding the radome at the 
nose of the aircraft is approximately 52 feet which correspcnds 
to a quarter wave-length resonance at 4.75 megacyclese The 
distance from the center of the fuselage to the wing tip is 
approximately 19 feet which corresprnds to a quater wave-
length at l~ megacycles. 
HIGE VOL'r1\JE EREAKDOWN TE:STING 
High voltage tests began on the screen wire mock-up as 
the test specimen, because it was necessary to make etn ea.r1y 
prediction lf a high voltage problem would exist in t:te 
production aircraft. Although the shunt-feed had teen 
designed to withstand in excess of 6,000 volts the location 
of the external capacitors whtch make up part of the 
impedance matching network, within the shunt-feed c~vity, 
was expected to degrade this value cons~derably. Since the 
maximurn value of Rp of the shunt-feed for the entl.rP [~1rcr::ft 
configuration was not known at this tJ.me, tests were per·fc,rrred 
to determine the voltage level required to cr~use l reakdown ,, t 
a 70,000 foot altitude at 150° C~ These value;:; were chc::;f_;n 
because they are the aircraft specificBtions. Also possi~le 
modifications to the aircraft and external capac~tcr 
conf1guration would be determined in an effort to rn.ise the 
breakdown level. 
The design requirement of the shunt-feed syste~ ~as 
that it be capable of operating with a 400 watt+2dt (636 
watts) transmitter at the above mentioned altitude 2nd 
temperature. Equipment limitations prevPnted the shunt-feed 
system from being tested at these desjgn levels, tut tf:A 
effect of a 1 ti tude, pressure and temperatu.re may le fc u:;;ci ty 




- observed breakr"1oilll'11 vel ta·::rr> .J.._ - b-' 
k 
- proportionality const;:,-tnt 
-
pl - pressure in NM lg at breakdown ~ 
Tl - temperature in OK at breakdown 
-
The breakdo1,..Jn level at the required design levels ma.y ce 
found by testing at P1 and T1 since 
where 
v2 - breakdown voltage at design levels 
- (at p2 and T2) 
p2 ::: pressure in NN Hg at maxirn'vl.m altitude 




Tests were performed with the mock-up located within the 
altitude chamber with test equipment wired a.~> shovm in ~..,'iz::JrE 
5.1. Large copper straps were used to bond the mock-up 
through the altitude chamber walls to external equipment to 
maintain the entire test setup at a common ground. 
The frequency used during the test was as 
this was the frequency where maximum Rp was exp-::c tr-:d to ccc~w 
(Figure L+.l4). The altitude cham"ter wss "trought to '-~ltit;,_;_ds 
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and RF power to the shunt-feed adjusted slowly upward. An 
RF Voltmeter was constantly monitored and the voltage 
observed on the Voltmeter just prior to breakdown was 
defined as the breakdown voltage. As soon as breakdown 
occurs the voltage at the shunt-feed drops but due to 
ionization the breakdown can be sustained at a lesser 
voltage. Figure 5.2 shows the location of high voltage 
breakdown. Over ;o runs were performed with various 
capacitor configurations. The altitude chamber was 
flushed with clean air prior to each run. The data 
obtained during the four most significant runs are list~d 
on page 81 of the Appendix and a curve of treakdown versus 
pressure and altitude is shown in Figure 5.;e 
The maximum voltage in the region of the shunt 
terminals can be related to the shunt parallel resistance. 
For a fixed geometry of this region, and for a fixed power 
level, voltage is proportional to the square root of the 
resistive component of the impedance and is given by 
v ::: 
where P is the maximum power in watts from the transmitter 
and the constant, ~' gives the solution of the equation 
in peak r-f voltage. 
By using the maximum value of Rp measured with the 
shunt in the entire aircraft configuration (16,000 ohms) 
52 
( S- ':)) 
- ./ 

the maximum power output of the transmitter as, 636 watts, 
and assum3ng an 80 per cent efficiency of the impedance 
matching device, equation 5.J yields 
Vmax = y2(6J6) (16ooon.8o) 4,040 Volts peak 
Encapsulating the capacitors in sylgard 182~ as shown in 
curve 4 of Figure 5.3 increased the breakdo1m voltage. 
Particular care will be required in manufacturing the air 
frame in the vicinity of the feed terminals to limit sharp 
edges. Care will also be required during installation of the 
capacitors and the capacitor interconnect to limit rnet!J.l 
curring, all of which will reduce the magnitude of voltage 
required for breakdown due to the concentration of the 
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CHAPTER VI 
FLIGHT TEST 
Th(~: f'IcDonnell RF-4C was the first supersonic aircraft 
to "·mplr)y a taiJ c"Jhunt-feed to excite the e·n+-l're · f 
• , u $ alr rarne 
as an :El tenn;1 for HF communtcCJ.tions. Although a considerable 
amount of work had been done previously on this type of 
ar1tenna on larger 8nd slower aircraft contractual obligations 
required an operational evaluation of the system~ 
The evaluation of HF communication systems is by no 
means a simple task. It was decided to use the most straight 
forward approach possible. This approach was to directly 
cornp;:tre rnagnl tuc=:e of signD.ls tra.nsmi tted from the shW1t 
antenna with those transmitted by a standard long wire antenna 
on o. large air frame at the same frequency. The long wire 
o.ntenna had been used extensively with good results and 
offers a broad basis of experience for comparison. A Convair 
240 with a long wire installation was used as the reference 
for comparison. 
The sky wave mode of HF propagation, both short rmd long 
rr1nge, was consldered to be the most important with regCJ.rd to 
the mission of the aircraft. 
The flight plan called for both aircraft to fly octagonal 
pr:ttterns (8 headings) at 15,000 feet over Farmington, Nisso:;ri. 
Two receiver stations were used, one at Newport Eeach, Califcrn:I._::J.~ 
57 
u.ncl une :::,t Cedar Rapid;::; 1 Iowa, l, 500 and JOO miles res pee tlvely 
from Farrr:tngton, J'·1isscuri. Transrn~Lssion to Ceda.r Rapids was 
used to check the lower frequencies for short range paths, and 
Newport Eeach was used to check the higher frequencies for long 
r,J,nge paths., The Newport station wc:1s operated remoteiy from 
Cednr Rapids so recordings of transmj.ssions to both stations 
were ma.de at Cedar Rapids., rrhe frequencies under test were 
selected by use of a HF comounication prediction computer 
program. 
A tape playback and CW keying circuit was installed in 
each Dircr8ft.. It was essential that the transceiver in 
each aircraft deliver near identical power to the antenna 
coupler. In order to accomplish this it was necessary to 
calitrate the input level to the transceiver when using the 
tape playback. The tRpes to be used had alternate voice and 
two-tone recordings. The transmitters were adjusted to 
transmit at equal power levels. 
The flight plan called for both ai~craft to rendezvous 
over Farmington at a designated time nnd take up side cy side 
positions at an initial heading of ~6o degrees. Altern~te 
transmissions were then m<J,de from each e1ircraft on each of the 
eight headings. Both day and night flights were ma.de 1\i th 
three frequencies checked during each flight. 
In order to compare the systems, three types of signals 
were transmitted (1) voice test message, (2) a fixed lOtYJ cps 
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two fixP_.d t.~on.Pr, of SKO ~nd 19·ro cp~ 
- , . --- - ... / a. . _,. ·' •:::> • The voice 
and +:.we ~~one messages were tape recorded and transm:i tted using 
the Y) J ::?\ _',r b.-l.C k ' '"'1. t l TI"" +- 1 } d • h ' f t t  vu..; ~ . ,:-:, vD.~ .. e lTI 88C nlrCra ~ The sinsle tone 
was transmitted utilizing the CW curcuit in the system 
transceiver. The voice messages were used as a qualitative 
"listenin,:;;r: +-ep_)t" .. the t n"'~ f t• t ti · 1 +- • ~ v , o eto or quan l a ve s1gna _ vO nolse 
measurements. A two tone signal V·.Jas used in addition to the 
single tone tecause it was feared that a single tone, althou3h 
the easiest to process in obtaining a signal to noise ra.tio, 
might be subject to excessive fading. Excessive fading was 
not evident in the actual test, therefore, only the single 
tone transmissions were used in analysis. 
'I'he signal to noise measurements were made from the 
rccei ved signal recordings by a process tee r;ni.que that 
separated the signal tone from the channel noise by bandpass 
and "tand-re jec t filters. The Rf'1S value of the tone and the 
noise W8S then measured. 
Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6~:3 and 6.4 show signal to noise r~Jtios 
plot ted versus headings with reference to the rcce i ver s t '-; t i cr1. 
At each of the six frequencies used, signal to noise ratios 
were measured for each ::lircr?ft herJdins shct-·al. On four of ~r~e 
f · 2 "-'OS t. lC:"-' 9 6C1'"'t and 1;'~14)_. me, ei;xht r e q u en c J e s , • ..-· 7 , c .. __ _., , • .... - ;;__; 
· 1 h d' gQ were l'~ed ~req_uencies above 1~.145 ~ere equ1angu ar ea 1n ~ A0 • • k 
t d t = t}l'~ r~t,','7'x1·_rr:\.;rn usable freouerJC,Y for tLt' rcricJ no ~ use ,ecn.us,::.: ~- '--· 'c" . . 
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1=-)rog.r'~~m. On 4.79? me time permitted measurements 
on onJ.y four headings and on 11.76~ Teasurements on onJ.y two 
her:1-cU.ru!~> v..rere obtained. The '"'l' oYJal to no1· ''e r·-,~·1· o me c· r·c d u '-' o ~ · ,o cc L· .• 1 8.. '·' l) -~ 
vJas tr1e aver~ige R!·IS ~;ignaJ vnJ.ue tc t'ne average RrlS noise 
value. Figure 6.5 shows the average difference tetween the 
The d.ata obtained in the lower frequencies 2.798 and 
4.797 me, showed the shunt-feed system to be 11~2 ~nd 5.8 db 
below the long '!;'lire sys tern res pee tively. When all he:.id in~;:;: 
were averaged at 6.153 me and atove the differences tetwee.n 
the systems were slight, with one exception being t~e JO to 
15 db null in t~e aft direction at 9.657 me for the shunt-
feed sys tern. Voice transmissions from the shunt-feed sy stern 
were loud and clear with one excepticn, th8.t teing the 
transmission at 2~398 megacycles which was barely inte11igille. 
The transmission from the long wire antenna systArn wc::.s also 














CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
ADDITICNAL DEVELOPI-'lEWI' 
Perforrr;~~-nce of the shunt antenna, during the fl:lght 
eva_lur:Jtion, wn.s found to be adequate in the frequency range 
from 2 to S megcwyc les r=.tn.d a highly sa tis fac torily frcm -~· 
to JO megacycles. Thr::: antenna was proven to suceessfully 
operate at 70,000 feet at sustained maxjmum velocities 
without high voltage t~reG.kdown occurrjng~ Input impedance 
Zin measurements were found to vary tc an extensive de~?;ree 
from copper screen wire mock-up of an aft fuselage tc the 
shunt-feed antenna housed as part of an entire BJrcrnCt. 
However, suf fie ien t data was obtained from meo f;ure'nen t 
ffi<=.tde on the mock-up tc allow a base upon wh~ch a subcontre:l.ctor 
could begin a para11el effort of design during the early ph:::t:=:-J:: 
of aircrclft development.. An updating of ck.ta fror.1 me:J.;,urf-:':cn t:::.: 
made as various configurations tecame availatle, was successful 
enough to allow an impedance matching device to te interfacrd 
with the shunt-feed in the final configuration with only the 
slightest modification being necessarye 
rrhe metal-to-die·lectric ratio of the shunt Emtenna WS.S 
found to be the controlling fr:-1ctor deterrninjng the magr.i tude 
of capacitance requirPd to tune tt.e r::~nter:no. at two megecyc:le~; ~ 
The curves of Figure 3.10 revealed that, regardless of tte 
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cho1ce of d~electric constant used to fill the cavity or the 
len;th of the dielectric filled c2.vity little effect wotJ.ld 
lie noted on the [Jmount of capacitance required to tune the 
antenna at two megacycles. 
Analysis did indjcate that the introduction of a 
dielectric in the sr1unt-feed ca.vity would have the effect 
of reducing the r8tio of sertes resonance to parallel 
re:::.;onance. This ratio was found to be reduced as tlJ.e value 
of the dielectric constant was j_ncreased. If structural 
considerations wlll perr:li t, it can be seen from Figure ;. • 9 
that the length of cavity filled by dielectric should 
influence any future design effort because of the effects 
it has on the f 8 /fp ratio. 
Close examination of the results of the calculations 
made using the standard transmission line equation, suggest 
the possibility of tapering the dielectric used to fill the 
shunt-feed cavity to reduce the amount of reflections 
resulting from the dielectrtc. 1'his would result in reduc iLg 
the electrical lenrrth with little if anv substantial effect 6 u 
at two megacycles and yet helping to avoid the possibility 
of series resonance occurring at thirty megacycles. A second 
possibility may be to taper the desired choice of dielectric 
and introduce a second dielectric in an effort to mainta5n the 
structural integrity but reduce the effects of reflec~icns. 
Only minor testing would be required to deter~ine if t~1ls 




applied for this shunt-fee1l antenna svstern. How well this 
method will work for other shunt-feed r;ys terns will Le 
determjned in a large part by the confi~uration of the 
f;hunt-feed. r-lany cases, however, will fr1.ll in this 
classification and quite useful results will be available 
without the necessity of laboratory tests. 
In the event any future cles i gn would perm1 t an 1 ncrer.1.:~e 
in the length of the shunt-feed, a coaxial switch could te 
uf:>ed to shorten the l.ength by shortl.ng out a Dortion of the; 
shunt-feed cavlty as series resonance WD.S approachr'd w1 t11 an 
increase in frequency. This would result in a rnore effjcien-:: 
shunt-feed system at the lower frequencies and yet not 
penalize performance at the higher operatin~ frequencies. 
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. :..fPENDL<. 
-~AL~l:LATED DATA 
Frequency B1L1 E2L2 ZolTan(BlLl) Zo 2r:·an ( E·; r r,) ZillJ)),t ~ * .J. • ......_ 1 ' t_, ........ t::. J ·P 
( ~legacyc1es) (degrees) (degrees) (ohms) ( ornr:s) ( l c r1m ·~ 1 ( y f' i . J ) ~-· ~-1 f '.!::·'A I 
2 9 1.71 12.0 4.J_S, 1 n (', ......... ,,-.' • ~..J /.~l2·Cl 
2 .. 5 11 .. 5 2.14 1 5~ 0 s. j_+-2 2C; o~ J1.2C' 
;.o 14.1 2. 56 18.2 6.5 21-+. F~ 2} ~~C~ 
? r:; 
.;' . ,/ 16.4 J~O 21.; 7. 57 2() ? / ~ ,._. '1 r;6o ...... ..../. _I 
4.0 18,8 ':: ''2 
...-" • '+ 24.6 r c; c: ~ ') 1: ·-· • ,..> _,_1 _; ./ • ·-·-r '1 'l ']I' ~..:, / u 
s.o 23.5 Lj-. 27 31. s 10.7 5 h -J, 0 "1 ..... ) ('--' . f )v 
6.0 28.2 5.1 ")") 9 
-'-'. 
12.9 L~S • C) c:: L)i+ j_ 
7.0 ")" 9 -~ G • 'l qg ~. ,/ 4 s. 6 15.1 62.6 ;62 
8.0 ")7 6 
_,; . 6.8; 56.1 17. /.( 77.0 2 5~) 
9.0 '+ 2 ") . -' 7.68 6~.8 l 9 /' L 0 b 91 • () 1 q4 r~ .. / . ,._/ 
10.0 1+7.0 R c::,r-~· • _,;' .J 78.0 21.8 107.8 148 
ll.O 51.7 9.42 02.0 2;. 4 '2"' c::. .I t). _,) 1}2 
12.0 56.4 10.2 109.2 26.1 156.0 81.; .• 6 
1:;.c 61.1 11.1 1JO.J 28)+ }_};. C: 6 'J r; ....., . ...-' 
l Lf .• ~) G 5. 6 11.95 160 )0.6 2;__, 8 • () L~ S • 7 
15.0 7 (1 ' v. ~~ 12.21 ... -.......... r n t..,'..) J• ~,__.. ... ..( .. ) i ") r.. -"') 29.9 ....., ./ e J. _,. _) ~) 
16.0 7 r:., ") l "") 6 r:., ~22 J ~). 1 662 l' ") -...J 
.-' ') ..-' . _.r ~ J L~ • '/ 0 
1'7.0 bo.o 1I+9S'= L~ 12 '37.6 l((l;J L '·-· / .._; 1:, ::,I+ 
_,' . ·"' 
CALCULATED DATA 
Frequency B1L1 B2L2 7n-rr· ([:lr,) ... .1._;1 a.n, ~ ~~_.__ z,,-,2rr&'" f [nT 2) \) ....... - -~.1 \ •L.l..-1 I 'liJ'p···t :..,..) • - ..L .1.-' -/~ J Cpi(-
















8Lf.. 7 15. L~ 782 J9.7 -1728 ,. -, - ~ I .,/ .• . J,. 
89.5 16.25 7250 42.J ~a· - ) .q. l : -. -.l.. 4 .. -~ 
94.2 17.1 -985 LJ-4. I+ - r;-08 / -2·6 9 (J 
98.9 18.0 -1+64 47,2 - 205 
-, rj ..-., 
-;( .I.J 
l 0? 5 18.8 -298 49.4 ~4..-, -4~ 5 ~ _,/0 - J._ I -__;• 
108.2 19.7 -220 .51. 7 - 109 _{. ? -~ ..,_.. . ./' . _, 
llJ.O 20.5 -171 54 .o - 81.5 -82.0 
117.5 21.4 -lJ9 t:;6 4 - 60.0 -105.4 ./ . 
122.2 22.2 -125 58.7 - 49.2 -126.0 
127.0 2J.l - 96.5 61.4 - 27.4 -215.0 
l Jl. 5 2':) 9 - 81.8 64.0 - lLI-. J -399.8 --' . 
lJ6.5 24.8 - 69.0 67.0 - 2.0J -5460 
11+1.5 25.6 - 58.5 69.0 + p '7 r:. ~ • ! ,,_,./ 
Positive va:ues of Cp represent capcity requtred to time the inductive 
re;_tc tance of the shunt Ctl.Vi ty. 
~e~,ative v·1lues of Cp rPoresFnt the cnoacitive v~lue of the shunt cavitv. 





EXPEBII•1ENTAL DATA MEi',,::JURED 0?~ THE FULL :::-;c.;LE 
HOCK-UP OF ':'HE AFT FUSEL/\GE LOCi\TID CN TEE JROlJND 
FBEQ. Xs H~3 Q, .CAFACl'TA;;cE 
(me) (OHHS) ( OH~LS) (r.F.) 
2.0 - 12>.9 0.0294 6LJ.6. 0 4208.0 
2.2 - 23.2 0. 0413 561.0 :3228.0 
2.5 - 24.0 0.040 6oo.c 26s;:.o 
;.o - 29.2 0 0 0 50 ss;.o 1819.0 
J.5 - J4.1 o.o64 5J1.0 
] 'l -: 0 'i 
. ....-' .- t:.. • ~-
4.0 - ~s c; 0.097 39 s. 0 l 0 '~ 6 / .. - -- -~ ,:__ . 
s.o - so.o 0 .l J1 ;81.0 6;9.0 
6.0 - 61.6 0.158 390.0 ~~ --0 8 ~ . 
7.0 - 7).9 0 .. 257 JJ2.0 =:oB.:J 
8.0 - 85.9 0 4'"")4 . ~ 199.0 2 ;.1 .l 




10.0 -117.5 0.766 153 .o J.]5~5 
11 .. 0 -1 ;6. 0 1.12 121.0 
]_~)C.L~ 






1) .. 0 -lE39.0 2.85 G6.l C\.e 
4 _). 7 'Q ' ]_lj.. 0 -2 J 5. 0 r::; l '") ~r <- • - ..... _,.; • J_ L 
. ~ , 28. ('; ---:"'1 -: 
15.0 ...,')9 0 _.L .:::: •• l 
_.,. _ .. _ • . ..-1 
-;_.?--
16.0 -LJ)J.g. 0 27.7 16.} 
22.2 









91 ~;. 0 ,c 1 1''72 0 ' I • Ill! • .t. 19.0 -..J-'--r ( • ' 
__ ._ ~ _, ~
FBEQ. yc• \c>.;;) 
( rne ) (CHNS) 
19.5 -1:J71.0 
l ") 7 5 
1. / " - -
C:<6 (' -~-/ . ) 
20.0 .,. l8.J.O 
20.25 + ~j() 3. 0 
2] .. o ·1"1206.0 
22.0 ·/· 77 1+ .. 5 
2).0 -11-· !S9 5 · ,~) 
2L+-. 0 + hL+-4. 0 
25.0 + ")4 c; 0 
-· ,-1. 
26.0 + 297-2 
27.0 ·r 2?'J (\ _.;.,.,). v 
28oQ fr 19 c:: 0 - _) .. \._! 
29.0 ?· 16') '\ r~ • U 
JO.O r 135-0 
270C.C 
2260.C 








2 l/ (;. . / -' 
~; .l 0 
c. 2} 
11 • 2 




.l • j 
(' I' ~.~ • c~ 
I '._) '- ., ,-, , ' c? , . 
.1.-"" • -- ... V 
2 .. 2 
2.5 






11 .. 0 
12 .. 0 
15. () 
16.,0 









-l:35J .. 5 













_, ,..7 ~ 














'-' ......... ..,../ 
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t, f"''\ ~ 











1 -, ·'+-00 
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l 1'7(' 




I "i 2·')"• 
..J.... .l ' \_ ',_./ 
1 1 <')".(\ l ' \._j \..I.,_) 
20,00() 
~:i' (\')'\ 
- u 'u \ ~.1 
--; C. .. "\ (1 r ... 
• .r" __,,/ ' \...t ,I I_,' 
' r, r: 0 ,~, 
_./ ~·' ,_, _,. 0 




40[ () uC.,. '··· 
J / ., """' 
i.;.-(_; ') • \) 
Jr () ~.. r. 
T' / .,.," • \ 
()(;.z.o 
6.1 ~ .o 
. - ;;___ 
L • /:. 
R ~,; 
,c 
~ ,., ~· 
• \. I i:._. '• ," 
; r , , 








' • L 
.r· 0 
.. ,'' r.,vn·. Xp B.p " (~, R::; Cc) i 1 : : .-. .:·, .-~ ). \..- 1' -~..__~ '.._,# l.J l\.S 
,,_J 
' pr:..: 
[ ~ ] ' l1f or Ch:n:~ C) f1n~ s ()[111~-~ c··hn;r-: f.L p 
" 
22 ·::) f 2() ~ 7 r)(! '7 ,-, y~ 2000 ~) -lq c_ 7 Gl .8 (•""") . '- ,_; . i ) ~__, __ ) .. ~-.:' C! ,. ( ...->-'. 
r> ~ , 
.o 22.1~3 22. J 8 '312 2000 ')_0.6 G . .'.J.? I' r~ (. '7 .c.:.; f _.1 ...,_; _, 1 .,_ L-j' 
. ' 
. () \ .. • .... ' ( 
zL~ • !~) ~· JO .?30 J0.8 "1 ,- 1670 ,..,.., -, 7 '7 [~ 2'7 '? n (') .c .. l -, L ..LJ_ . v . •.) ( j ./ . ./ 
zc:: ('\ ":l,l ;.o Jl. ':I 20LJ- 1600 zo.: 7. 8 5 nr::_ c: -, /' "'"""= .J • u .,. ~ L__; • <.._) ,. ' -" ........ .I ~ . ~I 
26 0 -t '?"'! .o JJ.O l8L+- 14L~-O 1 8 ~ 7 • 8- r: 2;.o () • !j. :~ • ,_.I ,.,I ..L . .L J 
2'7.0 L~2 .o L~2. 0 ll·4 ll--i-00 '6'1 8. ~ 1 ~:). l ,_) . ·i ,:; # .L .1. j 
28.0 + 46 5 46. c~ 121 1060 119 8.7 5 13.7 C} • L~ J • ./ 
29~0 55.4 55~4 oe 900 97 9 . l :.:; -, " .6 J• • '¥C -I- / j 1 '·' I.' 
JO.O 66 .l 66 .. 1 79 690 78 s .7 r' B.R c i, r\ + ) Ill t-t' \. 
CF THE AFT FUSELAGE LOC Ar:I~D ON THE 50 FOOT 'T'CWI<B 






















































{' Cp Xp Xs . Rp Q R c• ~~ 
: ... ~ (~ pf Oh;n~~ Ch-:-r1~~ O'r.:n:::: Ohms 
~~ • ~J L~ ''! f< n 
-' L -" • 18. Lt- 13.4 1740 94. 5 0.195 
2.2 "l r; r' ;: 'I _,.,. _.,., _)L' • \._, 20 .l} 20.4 JJOO 16le5 0.1265 
2 ~ . ) 27q' ub.l 22.8 22.8 L~6oo 201.5 0 '1 1 '") .5 "..I- ../ 
~.J 2006.0 26. L1- 26.1.+- 5620 2lJ.O 0 .121~0 
r~ r' 
_,.._) 1 '· 1::,7 ") - +'./ .,.., ;1~3 Jl. J 6500 208.0 0 .l )C) 5 
)+ • () 1016.6 :;9.1 39.1 7000 179.0 0 •. 219 
s.o 7'\) ' ~-" / • .r L~2. 8 42.8 7700 179.5 0.2J9 
6 ('< . \) LJ-6' J __, .. 57.3 57" 3 10000 17L1- o 5 0.;329 
7.0 J47o0 65.5 65 .. 5 9600 146.7 0.446 
e.o J0:3 .. 0 6 s. 8 65 .. 8 9400 14:].0 0 .1-t-62 
9.0 l8i-}. 5 95-7 95 .. 7 6600 68 .. 8 l.J98 
10.0 lJ9 .. 5 ll·~ .. 5 114.5 5000 lv~ ., _... . ( 2.620 
11.0 110.·3 Jl+ J" 0 11+':}, 0 _, . 6'"00 ..-' LJ)+ • 0 ; .. 261 
12 .. 0 9 ~). 0 140.5 li-J-0 0 5 6200 L~4. 2 ]ol·BO 
l :3.0 8 5. 0 144.,0 }_l~.l+ .. 0 8600 59.6 
,...., ) ' ,, ~, 
G • ·-}_../f .. / 
]I~. 0 72.1 157.5 157.5 8600 C::4 (; _, fl _..; J~f3f3 
15.0 61 . ~} 17;.o 17;. 0 6080 J5.2 4 .. 92 
'The following readine;s werP o b~>erved with 3 coil be in~; llE3·8d 
to extend tne meter range: 
pf 
JG.o t 2 s. J 
1e.o + L~9 .. 8 










- 8.5 987.0 '-~20 
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X<;• ,, I ',. 1 ·~J Coil L:;ed 
Ohms OlUIS 
2Jl.8 21 .. 8 9.29 1. 2 
240.0 10.82 22.2 1.2 
~20.0 J.2l 99.0 l • 2 
0 Jt-27 149.0 1.2 
The Capacitors were disconnected for the following "Deasurcnent.s 
as the upper 1 ir:1i t of the B.x meter wo.s rca.c 'ned with thee c unn:':C t r-d. 
20.0 
2J.O 
2h .. o 
2 s. 0 
26.0 




+ 1_5. 6 
+- 2J.J 
+ L}4. J 
+ 43·. 7 
+ Jl.l 
+ :;6.8 




+ 15.6 510.0 
+ 23. 3 J26. 0 
+ Li-4. J 16 J. 6 
+ 4J. 7 158 .. 4 
+ J6.8 171-f-.0 
·J< LH. 9 ll-r6. 0 
+ 52.6 108. l 
·f 58.5 9J.7 








soo .. o 6.70 746.0 
322.0 1.2 
16J .. 6 
158.4 12.62 12.6 
209.0 7.05 2).C 1.2 
1.2 
~, c '7 
-..__' • . i 
115.0 
98.0 
2 - j -~ r:: 'J. • _L . ./ _) • - r (/ \._' • c 
60.2 "• ( '/ ·.__, . -.,.. ( 
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EXPEH IME~~TAL DATA l\1EA~:; UHE D AT THE S~-IUNT-FEED 
\.Ji-iEN IT T~ ,1.. ~) PART OF THE ENTIRE AIRCR 4FT. 
--, Cp Xp r r~Jq. Xs Rp G. Rr::: ~' 
me pf Ohms Ohms Ohms Ohms 
2.0 -'-~ ') 8 r, ~ __/ 18.1 18.1 5200 288 () 0 (-,~~('I ""' • .; v __..,. ._; 
2.2 -;614 20.0 20.0 6400 J20 0.0626 
2 [" 
. _) -276) 2J.1 2J.l 7200 Jl2 0 .. 07~1 
;.o -102' 27.6 27.6 9700 :351 0 IJ '7 ~~ r:, ,.-' • ( l._- _/ 
'l 
-'" 5 -11H6 J2 .. l J2.l 11100 ;47 0.0928 
1+ .. 0 -1076 ':!') .. o J?.O 12000 ':124 0 .11 L~ __.,, --' 
s.o - 701.8 t-f. 5 .,L~ 45.4 16000 J-5~2 ~) .129 
6.0 - 491.4 54.2 54.2 14500 26B 0 .. 203 
7.0 ;6;.1 62.7 62.7 6500 lOI+ o.t:os 
8.0 - 291 68.4 68)+ J200 1-!-6 .. 7 l. !+6 
9.0 -224.4 79.0 79.0 2400 JOe4 2.60 
10.0 -191., 6 8).2 P,'J 2 20?0 l t:, 2} r: I, l v_.,., __;o _ .... ~ • -+' ~ 
11.0 -156 .. 7 92.5 92.5 ;100 ;;.s 2 *J 7tS 
12 .. 0 -129.9 102.0 102.0 so 50 4 C) [~ ,., "'-.-' 2 .. 06 
lJ.O -112 .. 6 109 .. 0 109.0 S c; 'lO so.CJ ;2.1L~ - -- -' 
14.0 97.6 116 .. 5 116 .. 5 r,-::oo 1+ r:; c: 2 ~e: - j ./ _./ fill ___ } . --
One Capacitor nisconnected for the following ~r.E~ ~·) :~ ur e :-:--ir3 r .. t, s. : 
186 186 L-1900 26 -: 
'/ r. ~~ 
15.0 - 57.2 . ~ / 
• ·..j / 
16.0 47.9 208 208 48 C:r) 
2 ('. ·"! ~~ '~ c 
-
~ _./ .. ..~ ~ • > 
./ .. /' ..... 
80 
l' rt ,, (' x.P Xs Rp '--!. • vp Q, Rs ~ ::ic~ PJ. Chms Ohms Ohms Ohms 
r:(JU; tlr1i-1~3 C:J.p:;r.:itor~:; were dic:;connect.c-~d- Positive values of 
Cp indicate that the antenna has cecor:le Capa.c 1 ti ve. 
17.0 - 12.7 7J7 722 50c!O 6.78 106.5 
l~.o 6 rc; 
. ~-) 1)60 1280 9-J-00 ;.97 322 
19.0 0.2 Lt-1900 6 '7 c.:., (J 5;6o 0.128 _5260 
20.0 + s .. 6 Jl+20 1290 I+ C:OO _,. J.l? 407 
21.0 + 10 .·+ 728 ?OJ '":<800 5.22 l "":), [') 
.r' _. , . 
22.0 + 15.1 1+79 1+68 J250 6.78 6CJ ~. / . .-/ 
2;.o + 20 .. 2 ~4'" ~ _. JJ7 2700 7.87 4J.O 
The following measurements were obtained using a coil to extend 









Cp_ Xp Xs 
pf Ohms Ohms 
+ 23.5 282 276 
+ J0.8 207 202 
+ J7.3 164 159 
+ 4J.O 137 1:31.5 
+ 51 • J lll l 0 5 
+ 60.4 91.0 84.5 































SCREEN WIRE CO:JFIGtJRATIC:~ 
l. Normal aircraft 
configuration 
2. One capacitor 
vertical inter-
connect 
J. One capacitor with 
modified vertical 
interconnect 
4. Capacitor enclosed 
by sylgard 182 
5. c~puc1tor enclosed 
ty eccofoam 
IJHEAKDOWN VCVI'AGE AT' ROOM AMEIENT AT 
~------------r-----------~----------~-------------~ 
70 1 000 FT._j78.~_ooo FT. 182,000 FT. 88 Of"\0 prr I"'" OCA-r~ ~--· r'R r. '") ..... 1 U ·~ • J_j : -~ i... ,'·j ·~'1. r>h:.d 
")"?""' 0 ~· ..l..\ 2800 2500 1')00+ 
4000 J;oo 2900 





Ee twe,:;r., f -~ (-"':1 ""';r ... 
..L ~"'-
joint :1.n.J. t::.t t-; e 
O f' <c>f't e.-,,.,,-, ..... \+,,..,... ., t:;,.J- v ..._.,c1 ~Jt.:...t,'--' . .l L ,~ • 
At ?OK feet Ar:; 
v.Jas r rc::~ coron2 
r i t"'l'J' +-'"' -,_ ,-, r f' ("\ +'1 ~- b ~'~ .... '· ,., ~ 0 
capacitor·. At 
7-3 8c 82K feet. 
frc' ~~~ f'l.o X ). , .. ~ n t-.:.~ .... ,. ·-· l _...,..,. _...._ ~ 
as well as tr·1at 
'"t ?·JK i'Ecc+--r_,;t ' \. .. -,., •..__~ U • 
Aro~J..nd the 




to base of 
capac iter 
Arc fror::. BF 
tronsmission line 
The capc8itors in 
this conf ig1.Jr<l-
tion did not arc. 
I 
I 




RECEIVED SIGHAL TO :'-JOISE RArrros, LONG WIRE 
AND SHUNT 1\?-JTENNA TR ANSHISS IC:N~; 
Frequency 2.398 4.797 6.153 9 ~ 6 57 1-, '7 / '), .. .l.fb...- 1:;.1L1-5 
- - -
- - - - - - - -
~ 
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
HEADING ANTEN~JA C! ~(DB) C" S (DB) C' ,.., ::::(DB) 0 (DB) .:::(DE) ~J(Dr:;) ~' );__ N N N . IJ ·~ 






Shunt 0 +16 +lJ f 18 0 •· 1 LJ-
315° Long wire + 6 "'10 "!( 15 -1 J r ' 
-
315° Shunt - 2 +lJ ·i-17 f}b 
270° Long v,r ire + 4 r2l +ll ""~'12 _,._ l +J'? 
270° Shunt - 8 -+1; +11 + 8 I< 8 -i 16 
2" ,.o t::_ :) Long wire + 4 ·f-12 +ll + 16 
2~5° Shunt - 6 +12 ~' 1Lt- i· 20 
180° Long wire r 8 +22 +11 rl2 + l 'j 
180° Shunt 0 ·r 22 +ll f18 t- l (~) 
l ?50 Long wire ·t-12 -t16 + L 7 
-'-_j 
1? S0 Shunt ~'-10 + c:; -f· 18 ..-' 
-'-
090° Long wire 1' 8 ?· 22 + 8 '"1 0 
{• ~'! 
.L 
0)0° Shunt 7 -r14 9 - r:. 
..,.. l c. 
1- j .. 
045° Long wire 0 +1:3 ·t 15 + 20 
045° s ' ~ + 
c::, T' 2 0 Shunt .,. . -<.J._/ .../ 
